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To celebrate the new series of ITV 1 Britain’s Got Talent, the UK’s legendary astrologer Russell
Grant has revealed the character traits for each Starsign in terms of their Zodiac talent and what they
need to do to achieve stardom!
The new series start at 8:20pm ITV1 on Saturday 16th April hosted by Ant & Dec and a brand new judging
panel. Whatever your Starsign, see what Russell reveals about you if you are looking for bright lights
and fame:
Aries (Mar21/Apr20) One thing the Aries who dreams of Stardom has got is confidence and they’ll do
anything for attention. Their daring and dangerous acts will involve knives, fire and angle grinders to
keep the audience spellbound. Arians are sore losers and are more likely to challenge the judges when
buzzed off the show in the middle of their act.
Taurus (Apr21/May21) The sheer force of Taurean’s determination, talent and motivation is what helps
them make it big. Practice makes perfect and can bring fame. So when Taurus gets to the big audition,
their polished skills should take them straight to the top. No matter how successful they are Taurus
doesn’t feel really ready to be a star. Fame does not sit comfortably on their shoulders.
Gemini (May22/June21) The idea of stardom inspires Gemini. They might dabble in it for a while but will
they have the discipline to keep practising? If talent isn’t so much what a person is born with but how
they use it, Gemini will entertain and amuse. But this may not be enough to bring them stardom.
If they really want to break away from their day job and become a star, they should listen to their
mentors and focus on their long-term goals.
Cancer (June22/July23) Cancerians who relax and can be their true selves on stage will make a strong
emotional impression on the audience. There’s something humble and unassuming about the Cancerian who
is probably auditioning because their family and friends have pushed them into it.
Whether an opera singer, a member of a dance troupe or a trapeze artist, Cancer just wants to share their
talents and bring a little happiness into other people’s lives.
Leo (July24/Aug23) Leo was born to be in the limelight and will do anything to achieve their destiny
which of course, is to be famous. They crave the blood-pumping exhilaration of an appreciative audience
and they will eagerly accept invitations for special guest appearances in any other shows or on radio if
this helps boost their chances of stardom.
Virgo (Aug24/Sept23) Virgos crave perfection more than they crave fame. They practice their art every day
and should the judges require it, they will work even further on their skills to bring them up a notch.
Virgos who don’t seem to have what it takes to be a star might suddenly pick up a virus which hampers
their performance. If they do get through they will just keep on getting better and better.
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Libra (Sept24/Oct23) If Libra thinks they have something special they will want the rest of the world to
agree. From ballet to break dance, Librans prefer to perform in pairs. Although it might appear to be all
fun and games for them, Libra is serious about wanting fame for themselves. Any kind of rebuff or
criticism could end in tears. They may need to develop a thicker skin on the path to stardom.
Scorpio (Oct24/Nov22) The Scorpio’s love of the mystical is likely to add a creepy and supernatural
element to the auditions. Among Scorpio performers are likely to be a good percentage of acrobats,
trapeze artists and knife throwers. Scorpios will combine ideas with clever tricks and mind-boggling acts
that will dazzle both judges and audience.
Sagittarius (Nov23/Dec21) Sagittarius is game for a laugh and will return after countless embarrassing
disasters if this is what gets their moment of fame. Among the Sagittarius stage acts expect to see
dancers, stilt walkers and fire breathers. If signing up to a reality show will help boost their
celebrity ratings they’ll do that too. They’re competitive and they’re in it to win.
Capricorn (Dec22/Jan20) Capricorn is confident and ambitious. They crave success and nothing less than
being crowned this year’s winner is good enough for them. They know how to package themselves to look
like a star even before achieving fame! Cool, calm and collected on stage, nothing seems to faze the
Capricorn. Dignified and aloof, the audience will either love them or hate them.
Aquarius (Jan21/Feb19) Aquarians aren’t so bothered about being famous for the sake of fame but they
will be ambitious for their team, if part of a gymnastics troupe, singing group or choir. If performing
solo, there’ll always be something memorable about the Aquarian’s performance whether it’s their
wacky outfits or quirky dance moves.
Pisces (Feb20/Mar20) Pisces achieves success through being friendly and gracious. They put imagination
and creativity into their performance and will use dramatic makeup and glamorous clothing to make an
impact. Pisces is the performer with a sob story up their sleeve if that’s what’s needed to get them
through to the next audition. If they haven’t got what it takes, they will either bow out, gracefully,
too shy to make a scene. Or they will turn it into a dramatic emotional scene! The Pisces who reaches
stardom will capture the hearts of the audience.
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